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DSTC SEND Team:
2

Director of SEND/SENDCO: Mrs Diane Garrett
SEND Line Manager: Mrs Deborah Ellis - Vice Principal / Designated Safeguarding Lead
SEND Governor: Mrs Barbara Johnstone
CiC Designated Teacher: Mrs Deborah Ellis (Vice Principal/DSL), Mr Jon Dix KS3 / Ms C Gibbs KS4 / Mr
Matthew Allen KS5

The following acronyms are used throughout this policy:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

EAL: English as an Additional Language
EHC Plan: Education, Health and Care Plans
LA: Local Authority
LIFT: Local Inclusion Forum Team
NASENDCO: National Award for Special Education Needs Coordination
SEND: Special Educational Needs
SENDCO: Special Educational Needs Coordinator
SEND COP: Special Educational Needs and Disability Code of Practice 2015
CATIE: A Countywide Approach to Inclusive Education

This policy can be translated and can be made available as an audio file. Please contact the SENDCO to
make any requests.
This policy should be read in conjunction with the following statutory guidance and legislation:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

SEND Code of Practice DfE 2015
Children and Families Act 2014
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Regulations (2014)
Special Educational Needs (Personal Budgets and Direct Payments) Regulations, Section 49
Schools SEND Information Report Regulations 2014
Statutory Guidance on Supporting students with Medical Conditions at School (2014)
National Curriculum (DfE 2000, 2013, 2014)
DfE Green Paper 2011
Equality Act 2010: Advice for Schools (DFE, 2013)
Guidance for full opening (COVID-19) 2020
A Countywide Approach to Inclusive Education (CATIE) - KCC 2021

It should also be read in conjunction with the following:
● Teaching Standards & Teaching and Learning Policy
● Confidentiality Policy
● Disability and Equality Awareness Policy
● Accessibility Plan
● Complaints Policy
● Safeguarding Policy
● Exam Access Arrangements Policy
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SECTION A: SCHOOL ARRANGEMENTS
Introduction
This policy details the aims, principles and strategies which underpin the effective and efficient provision for
students with Special Educational Needs (SEND) at DSTC. It emphasises that every teacher is a teacher of
students with SEND. It provides a framework for the identification of SEND and the subsequent cycle of
support for those students identified as having special educational needs. It is written for the benefit of all
members of the school community to ensure that the potential of every student is maximised and to enable
equality of access to the curriculum in an environment where every student is valued and respected.
Definition of Special Educational Needs
A young person has special educational needs if they have learning difficulties that call for special educational
provision to be made.
A young person has learning difficulties if they:
a) Have a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of children of the same age
b) Have a disability which prevents or hinders her or him from making use of educational facilities of a
kind provided for children of the same age
Special education provision means provision which is additional to, or different from, the educational
provision made generally for children of the same age in maintained schools, (other than specialist provisions)
in the area.
Many young people who have SEND may have a disability under the Equality Act 2010, that is ‘a physical or
mental impairment which has a long-term and substantial adverse effect on their ability to carry out normal
day-to-day activities’. This definition provides a relatively low threshold and includes more young people than
many realise: ‘long term’ is defined as a ‘year or more’ and ‘substantial’ is defined as ‘more than minor or
trivial’. This definition includes long term sensory impairments such as those affecting sight or hearing, and
some long term health conditions such as asthma, diabetes, epilepsy and cancer.
Where a child or young person requires special educational provision over and above the adjustments, aids
and services required by the Equality Act 2010 they will be additionally covered by the SEND definition.
Students are not regarded as having learning difficulties solely because their language, or form of the home
language, is different from that in which they are taught. Identifying and assessing SEND for students whose
first language is not English requires particular care. We will look carefully at all aspects of a student’s
performance to establish whether any lack of progress is due to limitations in their command of English or if it
arises from a SEND or disability. Difficulties related solely to limitations in English as an Additional Language
(EAL) are not SEND. These difficulties are dealt with by the Modern Foreign Languages Team with the support
of Kent EAL Advisory Team. Raising Standards Leaders are responsible for tracking the attainment of students
with EAL.
DSTC will have due regard for the SEND COP when carrying out its duties towards all students with special
educational needs, and ensure that parents are notified when SEND provision is being made for their child as
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long as parents / KCC have fully informed DSTC at the admissions stage or when a new diagnosis has been
given by an accredited KCC professional.
Aims
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ensure the identification of all students requiring SEND support at the earliest opportunity in their
school career.
Ensure that students with SEND have access to a broad and balanced curriculum.
Ensure that students with SEND are, wherever possible, appropriately supported to fully participate in
all school activities.
Raise the aspirations of and expectations for all students with SEND.
Raise the aspirations and expectations of all teachers working with SEND students.
Ensure that students with SEND are prepared for moving to the next phase of their education or
employment.
Ensure that parents of students with SEND are consulted and informed of the support their child is
receiving, the intended outcomes of such support and the subsequent progress their child is making.
Ensure that students with SEND are involved, where practicable, in decisions affecting their support
and provision as identified in the CATIE - KCC document: CATIE - KCC Document
Cascade and develop staff training opportunities linked to the KCC Core SEND Classroom standards:
SEND Mainstream Core Standards.

Objectives
1. Staff members seek to identify the needs of students with SEND as early as possible. This is
most effectively done by gathering information from parents, education, health and care services
(including feeder schools) prior to the student’s entry into the school. Where needs have not been
previously identified all staff have an obligation to report observations to the SENDCO via the SEND
referral form: SEND Referral From 2022+
2. Monitor the progress of all students in order to aid the identification of those students with
SEND. Staff will use student data in addition to their classroom observations to identify students who
present as having SEND, reporting any concerns to the SENDCO.
3. Make appropriate provision to overcome all barriers to learning for students with SEND. The
SENDCO will ensure that the individual needs of students with SEND are effectively communicated to
all staff. The SENDCO will coordinate the dissemination of information to staff which details strategies
they must utilise to appropriately meet the needs of students with SEND. This information will be
carefully monitored and regularly reviewed in order to ensure that individual targets are being met and
all students’ needs are catered for.
4. Provide a broad, balanced and suitably differentiated curriculum for all students with SEND.
Access to the full school curriculum is granted for all DSTC students where it is thought to be in the
best interests of the student. A student may be removed from a subject with the approval of the
SENDCO and Vice Principal (Pastoral) in exceptional circumstances. Additional support is provided,
where possible, for those students with SEND in order to support them in accessing the curriculum.
Staff provide clear guidance to students and their parents with regards to option choices, highlighting
which KS4 and KS5 courses would be best suited to the student’s needs. The provisions available to
study in KS4 and KS5 are flexible and vary each year depending on the needs of the cohort.
5. Work with parents to gain a better understanding of their child, and involve them in all stages of
their child’s education. This includes supporting parents in terms of understanding SEND procedures
and practices, both within the school setting and at a county level, as well as providing regular
feedback on their child’s progress.
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6. Work with and in support of outside agencies when the students’ needs cannot be met by the
school alone. DSTC receives further support from the Education Psychology Service, Speech and
Language Therapy, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS), Porchlight, Early Help and
Preventative Services (EH&PS), Specialist Teaching Service and the Community Paediatric Team. The
SENDCO will consult these services, where appropriate, in order to acquire additional specialist
support for students with SEND and their families.
7. Ensure that students with SEND are prepared for moving to the next phase of their education or
employment. Students with SEND will be supported to develop a clear understanding of the options
available to them at the end of every key stage, including employment opportunities. This support will
be delivered by a range of staff, such as the student’s SEND Key Worker and the Careers and
Information Guidance Officer.
8. To ensure provision is put in place in response to current presenting, underlying or emerging
needs. This is not dependent on a child or young person receiving a formal diagnosis of a specific
condition or disability through the ‘Best Endeavours Duty’: (CATIE 2021)
● “The ‘Best Endeavours’ Duty One of the key duties is for the school to use their ‘best
endeavours’ to support children and young people with SEN. (This applies to mainstream and
alternative provision settings.) This means doing everything that could reasonably be expected
of them.”
Roles and Responsibilities
The Principal (via the Vice Principal) has strategic responsibility for overseeing progress for students with
special educational needs. The SENDCO is responsible for coordinating and improving the educational
provision and outcomes for SEND students.
The SENDCO’s duties include:
● Setting the SEND whole school vision with the Vice Principal (Pastoral)
● Managing the day-to-day operation of the SEND policy
● Line Managing the SEND Lead
● Co-ordinating the provision for students with SEND
● Liaising with and advising teaching staff and Learning Support Assistants (LSAs) on SEND matters
● Overseeing the maintenance of the SEND register and students’ SEND records
● Track the progress of students with SEND using school based and statutory assessment data
● Managing LSAs and Inclusion Lead
● Supporting LSAs to deliver and monitor interventions
● Contributing to the in-service training of staff
● Complete referrals to outside agencies when additional advice and support is required
● Liaising with parents and external agencies including the Local Authority’s support service, the Kent
Education Psychology Service, Health & Social Services and voluntary bodies.
The team of SEND Lead and LSAs all support the SENDCO to manage and provide support to students with
SEND and are responsible for assessing and recording the progress of interventions.
The Governing Body, in cooperation with the Principal, determines the school's general policy and approach to
the provision for students with special educational needs, establishes the appropriate staff and funding
arrangements and maintains a monitoring oversight of the school's work. The Governing Body has appointed a
SEND Governor as the governor responsible for monitoring the school's work on behalf of students with
special educational needs.
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All teachers are teachers of students with SEND and will provide ‘Quality First Teaching’ for all, utilising prior
data and strategies found on Google Drive. Teachers and non-teaching staff are involved in the development
of the school's SEND policy and are fully aware of the school's procedures for identifying, assessing,
monitoring and making provision for students with special educational needs. Teachers have responsibility for
collaborating with LSAs to provide direction regarding their role in the classroom, with the exception for those
LSAs who have been assigned by the SENDCO to support a specific student with SEND. Teachers are
responsible for reporting to LSAs and the SENDCO any improvement they identify in a student’s knowledge
and skills as a result of attending an intervention.
Admission Arrangements for students with Special Educational Needs
DSTC strives to be a fully inclusive school. All students are welcome, including those with special educational
needs, in accordance with the school’s Admissions Policy. We work closely with the Local Authority to place
students with Education, Health and Care Plans where this is the wish of the student and their parents. The
student’s admission must also be compatible with the effective education of other students at the School.
Specialisms and Special Facilities
●
●

●
●

The Learning Support department is accommodated in a suite of rooms which include teaching and
office facilities, a therapy room and a range of ICT equipment.
Lifts have been installed and will provide wheelchair access to all classrooms in the school. There are
support rails for all steps. It should be noted, however, that the size of the lift may be restrictive for
some conditions.
Accessible toilet facilities are available but without a hoist.
Nominated LSAs have taken on specialist roles to support and promote awareness of particular needs
such as dyslexia, speech and language, physical disabilities, autism, visual impairment, hearing
impairment and EAL.

The Local Offer
Parents can find information on the local provision and support services available for young people with SEND,
including information on schools and their specialist provision, through the local authority’s ‘Local Offer’. This
can be found on the Kent County Council’s website.
KCC Local Offer
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SECTION B: Identification, Assessment and provision
Allocation of Resources
The Principal (via the Vice Principal) and SENDCO are responsible for the operational management of the
budget for special educational needs provision. The SEND budget is determined each year according to the
October school census data. The LA continues to support students with exceptional needs through the High
Needs Funding system.
● The base budget covers teaching and curriculum expenses as well as the cost of the SENDCO.
● The delegated SEND budget is designed to cover the additional support required and to cover the
department running costs of the SEND Department.
The Governing Body ensures that resources are allocated to support appropriate provision for all students
requiring it, and in meeting the objectives set out in this policy.
Identification, Assessment and Monitoring.
This follows a graduated approach as required by the 2015 SEND Code of Practice.
All teachers, supported by the Senior leadership team and the SENDCO, make regular assessments of
progress for all students. These seek to identify students making less than expected progress given their age
and individual circumstances. This can be characterised by progress which:
● is significantly slower than that of their peers starting from the same baseline
● fails to match or better the student’s previous rate of progress
● fails to close the attainment gap between the student and their peers
● widens the attainment gap
The first response to such progress is high quality first teaching targeted at their areas of need. Support for
teaching and learning is given through regular CPD and via the AVP Teaching and Learning. Further support
can be given as requested for example, through coaching and/or mentoring. Where progress continues to be
less than expected, the teacher, working with the SENDCO, will assess whether the student has SEND, via a
SEND referral form (Appendix 1). Staff use the graduated approach as outlined in the 2015 SEND COP to
identify any SEND and ascertain the appropriate support needed for the student.
SEND support – The Graduated Approach
Where it is determined that a student may have SEND, parents will be formally advised of this before inclusion
of the individual on the School SEND Register. The aim of formally identifying a student with SEND is to help
schools ensure that effective provision is put in place and so remove barriers to learning. The support provided
consists of a four part process indicated below:
● Assess
● Plan
● Do
● Review
This is an ongoing cycle to enable the provision to be refined and revised as the understanding of an individual
grows. This cycle enables the identification of those interventions, which are the most effective in supporting
the student to achieve good progress and outcomes.
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1. Assess
In identifying a student as needing SEND support, the subject teachers, working with the SENDCO should
carry out a clear analysis of the student’s needs. This should draw on subject assessments, teacher
observations, details of previous progress and attainment, comparisons with peers and national data, as well
as the views and experiences of parents. The opinion and feelings of the individual and advice from external
support services will also be considered by the SENDCO. Any parental concerns will be recorded and
compared with the school’s information and assessment data on how the student is progressing.
This analysis will require regular review to ensure that support and intervention is matched to need; barriers to
learning are clearly identified and being challenged and that the interventions being used are developing and
evolving as required. Where external support staff are already involved, work will help inform the assessment
of need. Where they are not involved they may be contacted, if this is felt to be appropriate, following
discussion and agreement from parents.
2. Plan
When it is decided to provide a student with SEND support (K or E on SEND register), parents will be informed
in writing about the strategies; who the student’s allocated key worker is and the dates of when the strategies
will be reviewed to evaluate effectiveness. Planning will involve discussion at regular ‘inclusion meetings’
between the Raising Standards Leader, SENDCO, Vice Principal and parents to agree the adjustments,
interventions and support that are required; the impact on progress, development and or behaviour that is
expected and a clear date for review. Parental involvement may be sought, where appropriate, to reinforce or
contribute to progress at home.
All those working with the student, including teaching and support staff, will be informed of their individual
needs, the support that is being provided, any particular teaching strategies/approaches that are being
employed and the outcomes that are being sought. This information is included in the ‘vulnerable students’
document; available to all staff as a google sheet and maintained by the .
3. Do
The Form Tutor, Raising Standards Leader, Pastoral Leader and subject teachers remain responsible for
working with the student on a daily basis through quality first teaching. They will retain responsibility even
where the interventions may involve group or 1:1 teaching away from the mainstream classes. The LSA will
maintain up to date records of progress of any interventions taking place outside the classroom. In the
classroom the teacher is responsible. Teachers will work closely with Learning Support Assistants, named key
worker and relevant specialist staff to plan and assess the impact of support and interventions and links with
classroom teaching. Support with further assessment of the student’s strengths and weaknesses, problem
solving and advising of the implementation of effective support will be provided by the SENDCO .
4. Review
The effectiveness of the support and interventions and their impact on the student’s progress will be reviewed
on the agreed date. Formal Reviews will be held with parents/carers at least once per year, although
parents/carers will have the opportunity to discuss progress with SEND staff at the Parent Drop-in Sessions
which are held regularly. Additional reviews will be arranged according to need. Teachers, working with the
SENDCO, will revise the support in light of the student’s progress. If a student does not make expected
progress over a reasonable period of time school will consider involving specialists.
If the above process is undertaken over a substantial time frame and the student continues to make
inadequate progress the SENDCO can take the student’s case to the ‘Local Inclusion Forum Team’ (LIFT) to
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apply for an Education, Health and Care needs assessment. The LIFT panel decides whether the school can
proceed with their application. If they decide the assessment is not appropriate they will recommend an
alternative course of action. Parents can also request an Education, Health and Care needs assessment by
directly applying to Kent County Council.
Wave

Explanation

Provision

1

Students with learning needs that no longer meet
the new SEND requirements. This group will
continue to have their needs met via Quality First
Teaching and will continue to be monitored at
Inclusion meetings. Coded V on SIMS, and T
(Priority) on Google Drive.

●
●
●
●

Quality First Teaching
In class personalisation (differentiation)
Whole school assessment
Information sharing with teachers

2

Single category of SEND Support; replacing
School Action and School Action Plus. May
require out of lesson intervention or in lesson
support. Coded K on Vulnerable groups google
sheet.

●
●
●
●

Quality First Teaching
In class personalisation (differentiation)
Whole school assessment
SEND review at least 3 times a year via
Inclusion meeting
Information sharing with teachers
May include in class support
Personalised intervention that could
include:
● 1:1 Reading
● Group spelling / literacy activities:
Nessie
● Maths support - MathsWatch
● English support
● Social Communication skills
● Lego therapy

●
●
●

3

Students who have an Education, Health and
Care Plan (EHCP); formerly a statement of
Educational Needs. Coded E on Google Drive.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Quality First Teaching
In class personalisation (differentiation)
Whole school assessment
SEND review at least 3 times a year via
Inclusion meeting
Information sharing with teachers
May include in class support
Personalised intervention that could
include:
● 1:1 Reading
● Group spelling / literacy activities:
Nessie
● Maths support - MathsWatch
● English support
● Social Communication skills
● Lego therapy
Annual Review
Specific Skills Sessions - informed by
external professionals
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Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCP)
●

●
●

If the EHCP needs assessment of the child or young person has determined that an EHC Plan is
necessary, Kent County Council SEND Assessment Team will work with the school, the young person
and their family and the relevant medical and social care professionals to draw up the plan. The EHC
Plan would detail the education, health and social care support that must be provided to the young
person who has SEND or a disability. If the school feels they are unable to meet the needs of the
student as outlined in the EHC Plan they will communicate this in writing to the LA and parents. The
letter will clearly outline the specific areas of need they are unable to meet.
Parents have the right to appeal against the content of the EHC Plan. They may also appeal against
the school named in the Plan if it differs from their preferred choice.
Once the EHC Plan has been completed and agreed, it will be kept as part of the student’s formal
record and reviewed at least annually by staff, parents and the student. The Annual Review enables
provision for the student to be evaluated and, where appropriate, for changes to be put in place.

Recording SEND Information
Some students will have an identified SEND but will not need additional SEND support as their needs are met
appropriately through high quality teaching in the classroom. These students are allocated the code V. Whilst
these students are not included on the school’s official SEND register, the code will, however, appear in the
‘priority / vulnerable’ sections on all registers. This is in order to ensure staff are aware of any SEND the
student may have and how they must appropriately personalise (differentiate).
The new SEND Code of Practice (COP) states that there is now only one level of SEND – those receiving
‘SEND Support’. These students are engaged in the above cycle. All students with a statement or EHC Plan
fall within this category, as do those students who do not have a statement/EHC Plan but who are in receipt of
additional support. The recording system for staff highlights which students within the ‘SEND Support’ category
have a statement/EHC Plan. This is recorded as ‘K’ on SIMS.
Each student on the SEND register is allocated a Key Worker (a member of the SEND Team) who is their point
of contact with regards to learning support and any difficulties the student may be experiencing in the
classroom. The Key Worker and student develop a ‘Student Profile Sheet / Provision Map’ which provides
details of the student’s SEND and subsequent strategies that must be utilised in order to meet these needs.
The student and their Key Worker also identify specific targets for the student to focus on for the term. Parents
are kept informed at all stages of intervention. They receive copies of their child’s student ‘Student Profile
Sheet / Provision Map’ and are invited into school for an informal drop-in. This time is scheduled so that
parents are able to meet with the SENDCO and/or their child’s key worker. This partnership, in addition to the
exchange of information with external agencies, is particularly important in order that the needs of the majority
of students with SEND are met effectively.
When recording the type of SEND, the SEND COP does not assume that there are hard and fast categories of
SEND. Instead it recognises four broad areas:
●
●
●
●

Communication and Interaction
Cognition and Learning
Social, Emotional and Mental Health
Physical and Sensory
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We currently have students with special needs that fall into each of these four areas. Our highest incidence of
SEND concerns ASC (Autistic Spectrum Condition), ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyper Disorder), literacy
difficulties and dyslexia.
Providing Curriculum Access and Exam Access Arrangements (Concessions)
Students with special educational needs have access to a balanced and broadly based National Curriculum,
with the opportunity to join in all the activities of the school. All students experience social inclusion in the life
of the school through the Key Stage tutoring system and through mixed ability teaching groups regardless of
special education needs or disability. Students with special educational needs and disabilities also have full
access to the extra-curricular life of the school, as well as being offered the opportunity to attend clubs and
activities within the SEND department during and after the school day.
Students can be tested to see if they are eligible for exam access arrangements in the first term of the student
being in Years 10 and 12. The SENDCO liaises with teaching staff to identify students in need of such testing.
The testing is completed in school by a specialist assessor. The tests used are approved by the Joint Council
for Qualifications (JCQ) which is the regulatory body responsible for awarding the concessions. To ensure that
all students are treated equally with regards to exam access arrangements reports from external agencies or
assessors recommending specific concessions are not accepted.
If a specialist concession is granted a student must then use this concession in their lessons to demonstrate
that it is their normal way of working. For example, if they are granted the use of a word processor then they
must use a word processor in their lessons and any Pre-Public Examinations. If a student does not do this the
concession must be withdrawn as stipulated in the JCQ regulations. The use of Ipads and other tablet devices
are not permitted by JCQ.
Students should not be given exam concessions such as coloured paper or use of ICT unless this has been
formally authorised as an exam concession by JCQ. All teachers have a responsibility to uphold this and
explain this to students as necessary. Referrals should be made to the SENDCO via the SEND form if a
teacher believes a student needs an exam concession.
Evaluating the success of SEND Policy and Provision
The success of the school’s SEND Policy and Provision is evaluated through:
● Monitoring of classroom practice by the SENDCO, Curriculum Leaders and members of the
Senior Leadership Team
● Analysis of student tracking data and test results
○ For individual students
○ For cohorts
● Collecting and analysing a sample of SEND students’ work
● Value-added data for students on the SEND register
● Monitoring of procedures and practice by SEND Governor 2 times a year
● School self-evaluation, using a variety of approaches such as data analysis, lesson
observations, learning walks and book looks.
● The College Development Plan/SEND Improvement Plan
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Complaints
Any complaints regarding the SEND Policy or the provision made for students with special educational needs
should be addressed to the SENDCO in the first instance. If it is felt that the student's needs are still not being
met then the complaints policy should be followed.
SECTION C: PARTNERSHIP WITHIN AND BEYOND THE SCHOOL
Staff Development
The SENDCO ensures that staff are informed of local and national developments in relation to SEND. Training
needs are identified and, where appropriate, outside agencies are used to deliver the CPD training. Newly
Qualified Teachers are offered support and in-school training by the SENDCO and new members of the SEND
department are inducted and trained by the Inclusion Lead & SENDCO.
Working in Partnership with Other Agencies
External Support Services
DSTC has arrangements for securing access to external support services for students with special educational
needs. This includes liaison with special schools and other specialist provisions. There is regular liaison and
exchange of information between the SENDCO and these services. Help for SEND students from external
agencies now comes via the ‘LIFT’ meetings which caters for all the local schools and meets six times a year.
The school also uses the Kent Educational Psychology Service to support and advise where necessary.
DSTC is committed to multi-agency working in order to ensure that a holistic approach is taken to meet the
needs of each student and that all parties involved are made aware of and are working towards the same
goals. Sharing of information with other agencies is handled sensitively in line with the DSTC Safeguarding
Policy.
Partnership with Parents
We aim to promote a culture of cooperation with parents, schools, the LA and others. We will do this through:
● Ensuring all parents are made aware of the school’s arrangements for SEND including the
opportunities for meetings between parents and the SENDCO .
● Involving parents as soon as a concern has been raised. This may be done at a parent
consultation or by personal appointment with the class teacher.
● Providing access to the SENDCO to discuss the student’s needs and approaches to address
them.
● Supporting parents’ understanding of external agency advice and support.
● Undertaking Annual Reviews for students with statements/EHC Plans.
● Keeping parents informed about their child’s progress towards their targets and providing
opportunities to discuss their views following any assessment and review of their child’s special
educational needs.
● Ensuring that parents are made to feel welcome in the school, for example by inviting them to
Awards Evening and school performances.
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Where a child is in the care of the local authority the school will liaise with the person granted parental
responsibility. The SENDCO will work alongside the Designated Teacher for Children in Care to ensure the
needs of the student, both SEND and any additional needs resulting from their circumstances, are being met
fully.
The Voice of the Student
In DSTC we encourage students to participate in their learning by:
●
●
●

Being involved in target setting in their provision map and identifying teaching and learning strategies
that work for them
Incorporating their views in every aspect of their education
Encouraging self-advocacy and independence.

Students are able to utilise the school’s pastoral system to raise and discuss any concerns or anxieties they
may have, such as worries regarding bullying, friendship difficulties or homework. Students most frequently do
this by talking to their mentor but are also able to discuss matters with their Pastoral Leader, Raising
Standards Leader, their Key Worker and their subject teachers. All students have the opportunity to join the
College Council, students with SEND are represented on the council and are supported with their participation
if needed.
Links with other Schools
●
●
●

We will ensure that all transfers between schools are planned, monitored and supported to ensure
successful outcomes for students.
We will consult the LA when it seems to be necessary or desirable in the interests of the co-ordinated
special educational provision in the area as a whole.
We will collaborate with all other support services and agencies involved with the student and with
parents and, where appropriate, make joint planning arrangements.
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APPENDIX 1: Provision Map

DSTC Provision Map

Student:

Form:

Reviewed by:

Next review due:

Date:

Diagnosis/SEND Need and strategies ideas:
How it affects learning

Things teachers can do to help me in the classroom

Read/write slowly

Give sufficient time to read
text/write

Print out information displayed
as a handout

Writing slope

Find copying from the board
difficult

Print out information displayed
as a handout

Give sufficient time to read
text/write

Sit facing the board

Unable to read small font

Enlarge handouts so text can
be read

Print out information displayed
as a handout

Sit at the front facing the board

Slow processing speed

Keyword diary/ journal,
targeted spellings

Print out information displayed
as a handout

Clear language/instruction
modified texts

Struggle to understand
instructions

Give instructions singularly or
give a written list

Clear language/instruction
modified texts

Writing frames and sentence
starters

Unable to follow complex
instructions

Print out information displayed
as a handout

Multi-sensory teaching methods

Visual prompts on desk

I find it difficult to start work
independently

Writing frames and sentence
starters

Give instructions singularly or
give a written list

Leave space for TA to sit next
to/access student

Unable to access black text on
white paper

Encourage use of coloured
overlay

PPTs not on white backgrounds

Technology – ‘ScreenWhite’ to
change background colour

I often feel anxious

Specific seating plan

Peer support

Leave space for TA to sit next
to/access student

I am shy / lack confidence

Specific seating plan / Sit near
the front

Peer support

Teachers to check up on me
discreetly

Afraid to speak up/ask for help

Teachers to check up on me
discreetly

Sit student near the front

Peer support

I find it difficult to control my
behaviour/act appropriately

Sit near the front

Use name/eye contact to
attract my attention

Clear boundaries for behaviour

Easily distracted/lose focus

Use name/eye contact to
attract my attention

Sit student near the front

Clear boundaries for behaviour

I am sensitive to noise, smell,
lights etc.

Sit by natural light where
possible (ie. Window)

Teachers to talk to me about
the best seating position

‘Exit’ pass (issued by Pastoral
Lead/RSL)

I find it difficult to organise
myself for school (homework)

Support with homework

Visual timetable

Use of technology

I have difficulty with friendships

Pastoral support

Structured class routines

Sit student near the front

I find it hard to read body
language and social cues

Structured class routines

Clear instructions from the
teacher

Opportunities for working in a
suitable group

Unable to move around room

Sit student near the front

Resources available for me

Structured class routines

Unable to stand for
demonstrations

Sit student near the front

Chairs available so I can view
demonstrations

Teachers to be aware and
include me
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Difficulties in regulating body
temperature

Sit by natural light where
possible (ie. Window)

1. Extra help I get from people in school

Student
Targets
Autumn:

Target 1

Spring Review:

Teachers to talk to me about
the best seating position

‘Exit’ pass (issued by Pastoral
Lead/RSL)

2. External Support

Target 2

Reviewed by:

Target 1 comment:
Target 2 comment:
Any other comments:

Student
Targets
Spring:

Target 1

Summer Review:

Target 2

Reviewed by:

Target 1 comment:
Target 2 comment:
Any other comments:

Student
Targets
Summer:

Target 1

Target 2

What are my aims for the next year?
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Reviews:

Date:

Student Signature:

Parent Informed:

Initial Review:

Y/N

Spring Review:

Y/N

Summer Review:

Y/N
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